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COVER: A small selection of record album covers from the many dozens 
designed by Graphic Artist Eric Rosenberg over the past several years for 
music-themed films such as ALMOST FAMOUS, DREAMGIRLS, THE COUNTRY 
BEARS and ROCK OF AGES. The albums’ illustrations were done by Rosenberg, 
along with artists Jules Kmetzko and Robert Kalafut. Rosenberg draws most of 
his work in Macromedia FreeHand® and imports it into Photoshop® to finish it.
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editorial
SUSTAINABILITY
by Michael Baugh, Editor

As some of you who know me are aware, I have taken up a new occupation (hobby, really) in the last 
few years—farming. I raise wine grapes, and a few other fruits and vegetables, on my ranch in Paso 
Robles, CA. While I adopted this lifestyle in part to try something totally different from film and television 
Production Design, I have discovered that farming teaches many lessons that should apply equally to the 
Art Directors Guild and its members.

Farmers don’t really own the land they farm, even though a property deed may say they do. The land—its 
soil, water, wildlife and microclimates were there long before the farmer was born, and they will still be 
there after he or she is gone. At best, the farmer is a temporary steward of the land, keeping it safe for 
future generations, helping it to be productive, and trying not to wreck any of its complex systems in the 
process. The farmer, as the land’s steward, has a moral responsibility to protect it.

The Art Directors Guild, and the artistic occupations we all practice, are similar. In spite of the 
accelerating changes we have seen, design in support of immersive storytelling has existed at least since 
the dawn of recorded history, and perhaps even began when our ancestors lived in caves. The Guild itself 
has been around, in one form or another, since before the talkies. Both will still exist long after we have all 
gone to be with Elvis. The artists of the next century count on us. All members of the Guild, and especially 
members of its Board of Directors, are stewards of its traditions and resources with a moral responsibility 
to keep it safe, help it to be productive, and not to wreck anything in the process. 

Just as a farmer relies on resources—minerals in the soil, water in a river or an underground aquifer, 
native vegetation that supports beneficial insects and other wildlife—Illustrators and Designers rely on 
resources, too—research books and photographs, oral histories and the accumulated wisdom of earlier 
designers. I am so pleased to see the Board of Directors support a full-time archivist to protect the artifacts 
of the Guild’s past, and also to make an effort to save the Michelson Research Library, which has been 
packed for shipment to Iron Mountain in Pennsylvania, from whence it would never emerge. Once that 
kind of resource is lost, it can never be regained

The availability of construction materials is an important resource, too. We owe it the planet to curb our 
reckless appetite for rainforest hardwoods such as lauan, and at the same time learn to use substitute 
strategies so our work can continue as the traditional sources become exhausted. Good farmers recycle 
everything. John Zachary’s article in this issue shows us a good way to start.

The entertainment industry has a truly abysmal record when it comes to adopting alternative energy. 
Filmmaking moved to Southern California at the beginning of the last century because of the abundant 
sunlight here. There is no reason why the roof of every soundstage in Hollywood shouldn’t be covered with 
solar arrays, which would, in the long run, make their operations more profitable, clean and efficient, help 
reduce dependence on foreign oil and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A 7.5KW array generates eighty 
percent of the energy used on my small farm; some of my neighbors do much better. It is time for the 
Guild to explore the viability of solar panels on its own roof, or on shade structures over its parking lot.

The watchword for agriculture today is sustainability, and most farmers put great effort into achieving it. 
There are important lessons that the ADG can learn from them: resource protection, innovative strategies, 
stewardship.

A PART-TIME 
BUSINESS
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contributors

ERIC ROSENBERG was raised in New York City where he 
earned a BFA in Graphic Design from the School of Visual 
Arts. Following five years in magazine design, he relocated 
to Los Angeles and landed his first full-time position on 
Joel and Ethan Coen’s The Hudsucker Proxy, through which 
he became the first feature film Graphic Designer to join 
Scenic Title & Graphic Artists, Local 816. Since then he has 
created graphics for more than seventy-five productions, 
including Forrest Gump, Jerry Maguire, Fight Club, The 

Truman Show, Hancock, Crazy, Stupid, Love, Rock of Ages, and The Campaign. His 
series television projects include The New Normal and David Fincher’s political drama 
House of Cards. In addition to Eric’s long ADG affiliation, he is also a member of 
United Scenic Artists, Local 829, in New York. Eric lives in Studio City with his wife and 
three daughters. His work may be seen at ericrosenbergdesign.com.

Originally from Chattanooga where he studied at the 
University of Tennessee, JOHN ZACHARY began his career 
working in that state’s huge music video, and direct-to-
video, production industry. This area gave John a great 
deal of experience in a very short amount of time, and led 
to designing for 3D projects and many independent films. 
Over the past fifteen years, he has worked on a wide range 
of projects, from television series such as The Middle, My 
Name Is Earl and Raising Hope, to innovative feature films 

such as Act of Valor, which starred a group of active-duty Navy SEALs in a powerful 
tale of contemporary global anti-terrorism. John has three adult children and lives in 
Claremont with his wife.

RENÉE HOSS-JOHNSON moved from New Jersey to 
Southern California with her family when she was four, 
and watched her mother create colorful gardens in their 
backyard and paint beautiful still-life pictures. Her high 
school drama teacher noticed that Renée loved to draw 
and asked her to design her first set for an upcoming 
school play. Work with a local theater group led to 
several positions at community and regional theaters. She 
attended Pacific Conservatory of the Performing Arts in 

Santa Maria and then Cal Arts which led to a long run expanding her talents at Disney 
Imagineering. She then filled in at NBC Television on various game shows and soap 
operas, until Production Designer Richard Stiles hired her to help him full time on 
Wheel of Fortune. Renée has been with Wheel for nearly twenty-eight years, and finds 
every day to be an adventure that brings exciting new challenges to solve. 

http://www.astekwallcovering.com
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Hollywood Center Studios
Sound Stages  •  Office Space  •  HD-TV Production Services

1040 North Las Palmas Avenue Los Angeles, CA 90038
(323) 860.0000   info@hollywoodcenter.com   www.hollywoodcenter.com

A full-service facility for feature film, commercials, and television production
Call for a quote today.

Ask about our new Virtual Set Stage for internet streaming and live production.

EASY ACCESS
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JIM HEWITT, AL HObbS

bILLY HUnTER, JULIA LEVInE

RICK nICHOL 
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PATRICK DEGREVE

MICHAEL DEnERInG, JIM FIORITO 

LISA FRAZZA, GAVIn KOOn

LOCKIE KOOn, RObERT LORD

bEnJAMIn nOWICKI

DEnIS OLSEn, PAUL SHEPPECK
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JARID bOYCE, TIM bURGARD
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STEPHEn bERGER, JACK FISK
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JOHn IACOVELLI, MOLLY JOSEPH 

COREY KAPLAn, GREG MELTOn
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JIM WALLIS, TOM WILKInS

Film it in California at

The Huntington
Gardens, architecture, lawns, trees, statues, ponds

626.405.2215 | www.FilmHuntington.org
15 minutes from downtown LA

Ext.
ENGLISH ROSE GARDEN

JACK TAYLOR

http://www.artimagela.com
http://www.filmhuntington.org
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from the president
the new president  
by Mimi Gramatky

Feature film award season is complete for this year with kudos well deserved to all members nominated 
as well as those who won the prestigious honors. The elections for the Art Directors Guild Board officers 
have also concluded, putting new voices at the table and a new president’s photo attached to this letter.

As the dust settles and I begin to grasp the challenges ahead of me, my thoughts turn to the 
membership who are some of the most talented and skilled artists and craftspeople found anywhere on 
the planet. What a privilege to serve such a prodigious group!

Yet, who of sound mind wants to lead a group of creative, independent thinkers? I do, and I look 
forward to finding consensus within our divergence. One way to create accord is to get to know one 
another in an environment free from competition and contention. 2013 holds great promise for such 
possibilities which are free to all members and their families.

As a reminder, the Guild still hosts the Figure Drawing Workshop with live models on Tuesday nights in 
the Robert Boyle Studio at the ADG offices. After spending several Tuesday nights there myself, I refer to 
it as the best Tuesday-night party in the Valley. You leave with improved skills and more artist friends. If 
you haven’t drawn with a pencil in years, this is a perfect environment for you. The support from others 
in the room is palpable. This group also hosts plein-air weekend events, another great way to meet and 
visit with colleagues.

If you are looking for a family event or just a weekend break, try the Santa Clarita Cowboy Festival in 
April. Children and adults alike love the magic of Westerns. Melody Ranch, once owned by Gene Autry, 
houses the event and the ADG hosts a gallery of members’ artwork from some of the best movies in 
the genre. There are Buffalo Soldiers, cowboy poets, artifacts, and ropers; multiple Old West concerts 
and dancing, and don’t miss the cowboy coffee, peach cobbler and...you get the idea. Admission for 
members and their families is free. The ADG also provides caricature artists, which proved so much fun 
for the artists last year that they were the first to sign on again this year. We always have room for more 
cowboy movie art from members and more caricature artists. Let me know if you have a hankerin’ to 
participate.

Midsummer, look for a members’ barbecue at Gallery 800 which corresponds to the opening of the 
ADG Members Photography Exhibit. Let curator Denis Olsen know at gallery800@gmail.com if you 
have photography you would like to submit for the show.

In September, an outdoor screening and family picnic will cap the summer. Again, this event is free to 
members and their families. Look for details in future editions of PERSPECTIVE and News You Can Use.

This sampling is just the beginning of ADG gatherings designed to expand cross-craft camaraderie with
no business conducted and no awards presented. They are opportunities to meet new ADG friends, to
enjoy friends you haven’t seen in a very long time, and to promote joy at Local 800.

If you have any great ideas you’d like to suggest or if you just want to connect with the ADG President, 
please do so at mimi.president@artdirectors.org.
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news

Photos by David Gardner and Nicki La Rosa

PAINT DAY AT ANGELES NATIONAL GOLF CLUB 
by Nicki La Rosa, Project Manager, ADG Fine Arts

Opposite page, 
clockwise from top: 
Graphic Designer Blair 
Strong and other Guild 
artists enjoying the 
chance to work plein-
air. The club catered 
refreshments for the 
members. Scenic Artist 
Stasys Pinkus with 
a small oil. Michael 
Denering, another 
Scenic Artist, capturing 
the view across big 
Tujunga Canyon to 
Angeles National 
Forest. 

The Fine Arts Committee of the Art Directors Guild hosted its second Paint Day at the Angeles National 
Golf Club on Sunday, February 17, 2013. Members from the varied crafts and disciplines of the Guild 
were welcomed with great weather and a spectacular view of the San Gabriel Mountains. The event lasted 
from noon until sunset. 

Committee Co-chair Mike Denering brought in costumed models Yuko Houston and Rachel Bailit to hold 
long poses for those that wanted to paint or draw figures. The members were peppered about the lawn 
with their canvases and colors, the media of choice for capturing the scene as dynamic as the members 
themselves. Scenic Artists Don Hanson and Stasys Pinkus painted in oils; Gallery 800 curator Denis Olsen 
favored acrylics; Graphic Designer Blair Strong chose markers; while Digital Matte Artist Kristen Johnson 
used a combination of gouache and watercolor.

Enjoying their Sunday brunch, patrons at the adjacent Agave Café admired the scene. Some strolled the 
grounds, while peeking over shoulders at the works in progress.
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ADG President Mimi Gramatky remarked, “It was a 
delightful, beautiful setting and a wonderful event 
for the members to hang out and do what comes 
naturally, art!” 

The Fine Arts committee is committed to producing 
events that encourage cross-craft fellowship and 
invites you to share your ideas. Stay tuned for 
future events in the Guild’s online newsletter News 
You Can Use, and at www.adg.org.

Special thanks must go to Gallery 800 assistant 
Monica Martinez-Olsen, who cheerfully supported 
this event behind the scenes all day.
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A CREDIT BY ANY OTHER NAME…
by Scott Roth, Executive Director

 

Anyone who reads the credits which follow a feature film (and, for those fast readers, the credits which 
follow a television program) has noticed that the Production Designer’s credit is customarily bookended 
by the credits to the Director of Photography (DP) and the Editor. The Production Designer’s is a 
mandatory credit (occasionally you’ll see the credit as Art Director in those instances when the Guild has 
not approved the Production Designer credit), and the credits to the DP and the Editor are required as 
well. And often, provided the DP and Editor are, respectively, members of the honorary American Society 
of Cinematographers (A.S.C.) and American Cinema Editors (A.C.E.), you will see following their names 
the initials A.S.C. and A.C.E. 

Those initials following the names denote a cachet of sorts. Membership in these societies is highly prized 
and the public identification with those groups in screen credits is highly sought. A.S.C. and A.C.E. as 
honorary societies are separate and apart from the unions—IATSE Locals 600 and 700—which represent 
the same members for collective bargaining and other representational purposes; the unions also 
represent many other individuals who are not members of A.S.C. or A.C.E. 

However, the Art Directors Guild, IATSE Local 800, while functioning primarily as a labor organization (it 
came into being and is chartered as a union, and the bulk of its activities revolve around that status— 
negotiating and enforcing collective bargaining agreements and otherwise representing members in the 
workplace), it also sponsors many of the activities, such as an annual awards show, that an honorary 
society would typically sponsor. 

But unlike the honorary societies whose members identify their affiliation in screen credits, the Guild, 
though also acting at times as an honorary society, does not encourage its members to use any particular 
initials after their names to connote membership in the ADG. Until now...

The Guilds’ Board of Directors recently agreed to encourage Production Designers and Art Directors, 
and in fact, any member in any Local 800 craft who may be receiving screen credit, to negotiate with the 
employer to permit the initials A.D.G. to follow his or her name in screen credits. Simply, membership in 
the Art Directors Guild is highly prized, and members wishing to broadcast that fact for the additional 
recognition it may bring them should be encouraged to do so. Any members receiving or expecting to 
receive a screen credit who are not interested in receiving these initials are of course, free to follow that 
path.

If such an effort among our membership catches on, then in time, when viewers come to the billing block 
for Director of Photography, Production Designer and Editor, they will become accustomed to seeing 
A.D.G. listed in between A.S.C. and A.C.E. This, I think, is a good thing both for the Guild members 
credited and for the Guild itself.

Let me again emphasize that this is a voluntary decision on our members’ part, whether or not to seek 
the placement of these initials following their name, and let me further emphasize that while it is mostly 
Production Designers and Art Directors who receive screen credit, we all know that our members working 
in the Guild’s other crafts often do receive screen credit. For them as well, this effort could prove 
felicitous. 

Please feel free to contact me for more information about this initiative.
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lines from the station point
GREEN PRODUCTION 
by John Moffitt, Associate Executive Director

Whether by law, fiat or personal choice, most of us have already begun practices in our personal lives 
that promote an environmental agenda featuring less toxic and more sustainable resources. In so doing, 
we’ve joined with others, including industry and energy suppliers, in the so-called greening of our local, 
national, and world communities—an overall environmental sustainability consciousness. 

A natural outgrowth of this consciousness is a growing discussion concerning the greening of the 
entertainment industry. Environmental impact studies suggest the film and television industry is the third 
largest consumer of energy in California and that it also uses vast amounts of unsustainable resources. 
So far, not a lot has been done by studios, here in California or elsewhere, to retrofit facilities to prevent 
waste, integrate equipment for more efficient energy production or implement alternative energy sources 
such as solar power, to mitigate the energy demands of the industry on the electric grid. But on a 
production-by-production level nationwide, green practices are being developed to mitigate the use of 
toxic substances, to offer alternative construction solutions and to promote the recycling of materials, 
wherever and whenever possible. 

With seed money and support provided by Disney, Warner Bros., NBC Universal, Fox and Sony, the 
Producers Guild of America has developed the Green Production Guide to promote the use of green 
products and practices. To learn more about this effort to green the entertainment industry, please visit 
www.GreenProductionGuide.com, and check out John Zachary’s article on page 52 of this magazine.

ADG SCHOLARSHIPS
Each spring for the last twenty-two years, the Guild has granted modest scholarship awards to deserving 
dependents of members in good standing to help defray the escalating costs of higher education. To fund 
this scholarship program, the Executive Board of the Guild, then Local 876, set up an investment account, 
the ADG Scholarship Fund, the returns from which pay for the awards. Art Director Richard Stiles chaired 
the Scholarship Review Committee for eighteen years, and with Dick’s passing in 2008, the chair passed 
to Scenic Artist Lisa Frazza. The Review Committee has since been appropriately named the ADG Richard 
Stiles Scholarship Committee. In recent years, the program has been expanded to include members, their 
spouses and domestic partners. This spring, the Guild will offer two $3,500 scholarship awards. 

The grant recipients are selected following a thorough and impartial consideration of the student’s 
academic achievement, financial need, and participation in extracurricular school activities and/or 
community services by the Committee made up of volunteers from the Guild’s represented crafts. To 
ensure impartiality and security of financial information, all indentifying names and information are 
blacked out before Committee review. After the selection of the award winners are announced in July, the 
awards are paid directly to the educational institution attended by the student.

Information about the scholarship awards were included in the second quarter dues statement mailing 
and will be the subject of a dedicated email blast later in March or early April. Applications are available 
on the ADG website www.adg.org (Members Area – News and Announcements) or contact the Guild 
office at 818 762 9995. Applications must be returned to the office by 5 PM, May 10, 2013.
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ART DIRECTORS GUILD AWARDS
17th ANNUAL 

The Art Directors Guild Excellence in Production Design Awards, February 2, 2013. (1) table 
centerpieces by Warner Bros. Studio Services; (2) presenting sponsor BMW provided a sneak 

look at their i8 concept car; (3) Norman and Carolyn Newberry, Michael Baugh; (4) table and room decor was supervised by James Pearse 
Connelly; (5) the i8 BMW foregoes traditional gauges in exchange for a more future-tech 8.8-inch display screen; (6) Erin Searcy, Leslie 
McDonald, Candace DeLoach, and Karen TenEyck; (7) a special tribute to the designers of the 50-year-old James Bond franchise was 
showcased in the bar area; (8) Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Cole of Make-up Artists & Hair Stylists Local 706; (9) the BMW i8 is a plug-in hybrid 
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with a three cylinder turbodiesel engine; (10) James Pearse Connelly designed the evening’s set to echo the traditional BMW kidney-
shaped grille; (11) Mimi Gramatky, Geoff Stradling, Erin Dunkerly, Tim Wilcox, Rick Nichol, Lydia Zimmer, Cate Bangs, John Farmer, 
Chris Prescott; (12) AVT Event Technologies provided the extensive video production and projection equipment; (13) trophy handler 
Megan Titus; (14) Tom Walsh, Merrily Murray-Walsh, and host Paula Poundstone; (15) John D. Kretschmer and Summer Eubanks;  
(16) Doreen Austria, Lynn Roth, Andrew Leitch, Patrick Adair, John Shaffner, Rebecca McAusland, Joel Morris, Bambi Moe, dooner, 
JT; (17) Greg Grande, Raf Lydon; (18) Lindajo Loftus, Leonard Morpurgo, Cheri Warner, Rick Markovitz, Elizabeth Markovitz, Murray 
Weissman, Paige Guritzky, Briana Wilson, Shaun Pollock; (19) Mr. and Mrs. Peter Marley; seated, Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Trachtenberg, 
Nathalie Touboul, Debbie Patton; standing rear center, Phyllis Thurber-Moffitt, John Moffitt, and right, Scott Roth, Grace Reiner-Roth.
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18

19



anna karenina
aDG awarD winner

sarah greenwood, Production designer
niall moroney, supervising art director
nick gottschalk, tom still, tom brown,

art directors  
emma macdevitt, standby art director
remo tozzi, matthew robinson,

james collins, assistant art directors
james gemmill, scenic artist 
georgina millett, graphic designer
eva kuntz, illustrator
katie sPencer, set decorator
claire richards, assistant set decorator

14 | PersPective

EXCELLENCE IN PRODUCTION DESIGN FOR A PERIOD FEATURE FILM

arGo
sharon seymour, Production designer 
Peter borck, deniz gokturk, art directors 
gary warshaw, assistant art director 
michael maher, graphic designer 
alex hillkurtz, illustrator
dan jennings, barbara mesney, set designers 
josePh hawthorne, scenic artist  
jan Pascale, set decorator

Top: ANNA KARENINA’s unit set, built on stage at Shepperton Studios 
outside of London, was used in several incarnations, here as an ice 
skating rink. Inset: Presenters Walton Goggins and Joelle Carter, Sarah 
Greenwood, Niall Moroney, Katie Spencer and production buyer Ali 
Harvey. Top right: A horse race scene was also staged in the theater 
set. Right, center and bottom: The basement of the Los Angeles Times building 
in downtown Los Angeles was meticulously dressed as the CIA bullpen in 
ARGO, and a house in the Hancock Park neighborhood served as the Canadian 
ambassador’s home in Tehran in 1979. Opposite page, top: The Virginia State 
Capitol in Richmond played several important roles in LINCOLN: as the 
interior of the United States House of Representatives and, with the addition 
of a new portico, the north facade of the White House. Center: Set Designer 
Andrew Birdzell’s construction drawing of the exterior of Candyland Plantation 
for DJANGO UNCHAINED. Bottom: Eve Stewart’s pen and watercolor sketch 
for the Lovely Ladies number in LES MISÉRABLES. The number was filmed 
at Pinewood on a stage that she “turned into a real-life dock, with seaweed 
shipped from Scotland to complete the sensual experience.”
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all winners’ photos by mathew imaging
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© dreamworks ii distribution co.

les miserables
eve stewart, Production designer 
grant armstrong,

supervising art director 
gary joPling, hannah moseley,

art directors 
ben munro, sarah-jane Prentice,

standby art directors 
leon mccarthy, jane harwood,

assistant art directors 
amy merry, graphic artist 
ketan waikar, senior draughtsman 
Patrick harris, draughtsman 
graham Prentice, scenic artist/signwriter 
anna lynch-robinson, set decorator 
james hendy, assistant set decorator 

DjanGo unchaineD
j. michael riva, Production designer 
david klassen, supervising art director 
mara lePere-schlooP, suzan wexler,

n.c. Page buckner, art directors 
lauren abiouness, assistant art director 
susan burig, graphic designer
josh nizzi, illustrator 
ernie avila, molly mikula, andrew

birdzell, Paul sonski, eric
sundahl, set designers

adam mull, model maker
josh morris, scenic artist
leslie a. PoPe, set decorator

lincoln
rick carter, Production designer 
leslie mcdonald, david crank, art directors 
curt beech, assistant art director 
karen teneyck, graphic designer 
james clyne, josh shePPard,

steFan dechant, illustrators
mike ward, jim hewitt, set designers 
jim erickson, set decorator
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© universal Pictures
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EXCELLENCE IN PRODUCTION DESIGN FOR A FANTASY FEATURE FILM

life of pi
aDG awarD winner

david groPman, Production designer 
dan webster, supervising art director 
al hobbs, james truesdale, 

ravi srivastava, art directors 
Paul gelinas, assistant art director 
jing-heng ding, graphic designer 
joanna bush, illustrator 
giacomo ghiazza, storyboard artist 
easton smith, sarah contant,

huei chen, huei-li liao, jim hewitt,
set designers 

scot erb, model maker 
david meeking, scenic artist 
anna Pinnock, set decorator 

clouD atlas
uli hanisch, hugh bateuP, Production designers 
kai karla koch, daniel chour, thorsten

sabel, charles revai, stePhan gessler, david
scheunemann, sabine engelberg, 
steve summersgill, art directors 

steFan sPeth, thorsten klein, stePhanie rass,
assistant art directors 

niklas schmidt, graphic designer 
kurt van der basch, george hull, simon murton,

jeFF julian, illustrators 
wolFgang metschan, rainer stock, set designers
mieke casal, scenic artist
Peter walPole, rebecca alleway, set decorators

© Fox 2000 Pictures

Top: The enclosure of Richard Parker, the Bengal tiger in LIFE OF PI, built on a closed airfield in Taichung, Taiwan. Inset: Sarah 
Contant, Scot Erb, Art Department coordinator Wylie Griffin, David Gropman, presenter Alfre Woodard, Dan Webster, Jim Truesdale, 
Joanna Bush and production assistant/translator Anna Lee. Above, center: Scot Erb’s model of the Richard Parker enclosure. Above: 
The safe house where Chang takes Sonmi to hide from the Enforcers includes virtual displays of floating cherry blossoms in CLOUD 
ATLAS. Opposite page, top: Alan Lee’s pencil sketch of Rivendell for THE HOBBIT: AN UNEXPECTED JOURNEY. Left center, and inset: 
A rendering of the Batcave for THE DARK KNIGHT RISES, along with a photograph of the interior of the immense 900-foot by 350-
foot by 160-foot-high airship hangar in Cardington, Bedfordshire, where all of the sets for the Batman trilogy have been built. Center, 
right, top to bottom: A scanned and annotated pencil sketch of the pilot chamber on the Juggernaut in PROMETHEUS, hand drawn by 
Art Director Anthony Caron-Deleon; along with a preliminary section through the Space Jockey model with its interior steel armature 
drawn by Concept Artist Ben Procter; and a rendering by Illustrator Steven Messing of the film’s Ampule Chamber.

© warner bros.
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prometheus
arthur max, Production designer 
john king, marc homes, Paul inglis, anthony

caron-delion, adam o’neill, ben munro, 
alex cameron, art directors 

jim stanes, graphic designer
steven messing, david levy, ben Proctor,

julian caldow, illustrators
helen xenoPoulos, set designer
david Packard, scenic artist
sonja klaus, set decorator

the Dark kniGht rises
nathan crowley, kevin kavanaugh,

Production designers 
naaman marshall, james hambidge, dean

wolcott, joshua lusby, gerald sullivan,
zack grobler, art directors 

su whitaker, toby britton, kate grimble,
art directors uk

robert josePh, assistant art director
Phillis lehmer, graphic designer
jamie rama, robert woodruFF, illustrators
gabriel hardman, storyboard artist
martha johnston, theodore sharPs,

sally thornton, set designers
brett PhilliPs, lead model maker
greg jein, model maker
Paki smith, set decorator

the hobbit: an unexpecteD journey
dan hennah, Production designer 
simon bright, supervising art director/set decorator
brian massey, andy mclaren, brad mill, art directors 
josh barraud, michael smale, assistant art directors
ben milsom, benjamin barraud, on-set art directors
john howe, conceptual design
ra vincent, set decorator

© warner bros.

© warner bros.

© twentieth century Fox
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EXCELLENCE IN PRODUCTION DESIGN FOR A CONTEMPORARY FEATURE FILM

Above: James Bond’s ancestral 
home was built from scratch 
at Hankley Common, Elstead, 
Surrey, in the UK for SKYFALL. 
Inset: Dennis Gassner with 
presenter Jane Seymour. Right: 
Some of the more decorative 
rooms of THE BEST EXOTIC 
MARIGOLD HOTEL were built 
atop Ravla Khempur, a charming 
rural palace hotel in the northern 
Indian state of Rajasthan. 
Bottom, left to right: The 
colorful streets of Jaipur were 
built in a private alley behind 
the Ravla. Alan MacDonald’s 
colored marker sketch for the 
street captures the film’s charm 
in addition to providing set 
dressing instructions.

the best exotic mariGolD hotel
alan macdonald, Production designer 
andrew rothschild, art director 
lizzle kilham, standby art director 
katie driscoll, graphic designer 
tina jones, set decorator 
olivia Portman, assistant set decorator 

© columbia Pictures & metro-goldwyn-mayer

skyfall
aDG awarD winner

dennis gassner, Production designer 
chris lowe, supervising art director 
Paul inglis, james Foster, neal callow,

dean clegg, jason knox-johnston,
marc homes, art directors 

mark harris, models art director 
andrew bennett, mary mckenzie,

alex cameron, assistant art directors 
Phil sims, visual effects art director 
heather Pollington, lead graphics 
laura grant, assistant graphics 
kim Frederiksen, concept artist 
anna Pinnock, set decorator 
Fergus clegg, soPhie newman,

alexandra querzola, assistant set decorators 

© Fox searchlight Pictures
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© Paramount Pictures

fliGht  
nelson coates,

Production designer 
david lazan, art director 
jonathan carlos,

assistant art director 
john berger, danny

brown, set designers
robert denne, scenic artist
jim Ferrell, set decorator

the impossible  
eugenio caballero,

Production designer 
lek chaiyan, didac bono,

jaime anduiza, art directors 
josePh diaz, concept artist 
gabriel liste, set designer
mike guyett, scenic artist
Pilar revuelta, set decorator

zero Dark thirty  
jeremy hindle, Production designer 
roderick mclean, supervising art director 
ben collins, art director 
diliP more, art director – india 
todd cherniawsky, art director – helicopter 
rhys iFan, assistant art director 
chris kitisakkul, graphic designer 
gary thomas, illustrator
ryan church, jamie rama, concept artists
brian morris, dean dunham, scenic artists
lisa chugg, set decorator

Top: Pieces of the crashed jetliner are 
reassembled on the floor of an NTSB hangar 
in FLIGHT. Above: While THE IMPOSSIBLE’s 
signature tsunami was shot in a quarter-million 
gallon tank in Ciudad de la Luz, Alicante, 
Spain, most of the story was filmed where it 
actually happened, in the tropical estuaries of 
Phuket, Thailand. Inset and right: The set for 
Osama Bin Laden’s Abbottabad compound for 
ZERO DARK THIRTY was built completely of 
concrete and steel in Chandigarh in the Indian 
state of Punjab.

© summit entertainment

© columbia Pictures
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Above right: An early concept sketch 
of the Eyrie, a nearly inaccessible 
mountaintop palace in GAME OF 
THRONES. Inset: Gemma Jackson with 
her ADG Award. Center: Most of the 
exterior of the Eyrie was achieved with 
a spectacular matte shot. BOARDWALK 
EMPIRE re-created the classic Atlantic 
City boardwalk in a parking lot in 
Greenpoint, Brooklyn.

© home box office

Game of thrones
aDG awarD winner

gemma jackson, Production designer
Frank walsh, heather greenlees,

ash jeFFers, andy thomPson, 
tom mccullagh, art directors

sarah jo baugh, assistant art director
michael eaton, graphic designer
kim PoPe, illustrator
brendan rankin, set designer
rohan harris, scenic artist
tina jones, set decorator

boarDwalk empire
bill groom, Production designer 
adam scher, art director 
larry gruber, emily beck, dan

kuchar, barbara matis, miguel
loPez-castillo, assistant art directors 

ted haigh, graphic designer
jon ringbom, scenic artist
carol silverman, set decorator

© home box office
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© showtime networks

Downton abbey
donal woods, Production designer 
charmian adams, supervising art director 
mark kebby, art director 
PiPPa broadhurst, standby art director
judy Farr, set decorator

homelanD
john d. kretschmer, 

Production designer 
geoFFrey s. grimsman, art director 
tiFFany keenan, graphic designer
stePhen beck, set designer
alton mcclellan, scenic artist 
summer eubanks, set decorator
luci wilson, assistant set decorator

the newsroom
richard hoover, Production designer 
jeFF schoen, art director 
martin charles, graphic designer 
kevin mahoney, scenic artist
sandy struth, set decorator

Top: John Kretschmer’s SketchUp® model of a bomb-damaged 
Langley, Virginia, CIA headquarters lobby for HOMELAND. 
Inset: The dressed set on location in North Carolina. Above, 
left: For DOWNTON ABBEY, Donal Woods “wanted a house that 
architecturally dated from the mid to late 19th century, in order 
to distinguish it from the many earlier houses used in previous 
period dramas...The search was a major part of the design process—not to mention a major part of the casting.” Above, right: THE 
NEWSROOM features a fictional version of a complete network news bullpen, studio, and control room. The authenticity and the 
accuracy of the set makes it function like an actual news studio. Actor Jeff Daniels humorously exaggerates its capabilities when  
he says all they need is an antenna on the roof and they could broadcast.

© Public broadcasting service

© home box office
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EXCELLENCE IN PRODUCTION DESIGN FOR A TELEVISION MOVIE OR MINISERIES

Above, left: Mark Worthington’s pencil 
sketch of Doctor Arden’s laboratory 
for the second season of AMERICAN 
HORROR STORY. Right: The finished 
set on stage at Paramount Studios in 
Hollywood. Inset: Presenter LaVar 
Burton with construction coordinator 
Tony Latanzio, Ellen Brill and Mark 
Worthington. Right: Three of Art 
Director Serban Porupca’s pencil 
sketches, colored with markers, of the 
Harmon McCoy house for HATFIELDS 
& McCOYS. Bottom: The McCoy house 
under construction in the foothills of 
the Carpathian mountains in Romania.

american horror story: asylum 
aDG awarD winner

mark worthington, Production designer
andrew murdock, art director
PhiliP dagort, set designer
ellen brill, set decorator

© Fx network & twentieth century Fox television

hatfielDs & mccoys
derek r. hill, Production designer 
serban PoruPca, john vertrees,

art directors 
vlad roseanu, grigore Puscariu,

assistant art directors 
ellen king, graphic designer
elena ioana, aniela ban,

radu ciocanau, set designers
sally black, set decorator © history channel
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Game chanGe
michael corenblith, Production designer 
sam avila, assistant art director 
kenneth roman, graphic designer
kuo Pao lian, set designer
Fran gerlach, scenic artist
tiFFany zaPPula, set decorator

heminGway & Gellhorn
geoFFrey kirkland, Production designer 
nanci noblett starr, art director 
gerard howland, william beck,

set designers
jim erickson, set decorator

© home box office

mockinGbirD lane
michael wylie, Production designer 
jeFF mossa, elizabeth hershberger gray, art directors 
jonathan carlos, assistant art director 
kim PaPazian, william eliscu, graphic designers
rob sissman, martha johnston,

karl martin, steven saylor, set designers
halina siwoloP, set decorator

Top: A CAD® drawing by local Baltimore architect Kuo Pao Lian of the 
floor graphics painted onto the stage where John McCain announces 
Sarah Palin as his 2008 running mate in GAME CHANGE. Alongside 
the drawing is a production photograph of the finished set, and 
the inset is a research photo of the actual historic event at Wayne 
State University near Dayton, Ohio. Above, center: The set for Finca 
Vigía, Ernest Hemingway’s home in Cuba, was built on stage at Pier 
80 in San Francisco for HEMINGWAY & GELLHORN. Left and inset: 
An elaborate presentation rendering by Illustrator John Gallagher 
of Herman and Lily Munster’s house, “imaginatively reinvented” for 
MOCKINGBIRD LANE, along with a photograph of the house under 
construction on the Universal Studios backlot.
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© nbc universal
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Photograph by gloria lamb

EXCELLENCE IN PRODUCTION DESIGN FOR AN AwARDS, MUSIC OR GAME SHOw

Top, left: This highly detailed model of the 84TH ACADEMY AWARDS set, built by Scot Erb with help from 
Joe Celli and Gloria Lamb, was used by the Academy® at press events, as well as for normal production 
planning. Upper inset: Gloria Lamb, Joe Celli and presenter Francesca Eastwood. Second inset: A 
photograph of the set’s rich gold-leafed art deco detailing. Bottom, left: Gloria Lamb’s digital drafting for 
the set included color elevations to help the construction and scenic shops understand the complexity of
the units. Right: A set still, taken during rehearsal, of the finished design.

84th annual  
acaDemy awarDs 
aDG awarD winner

john myhre, Production designer
joe celli, art director
gloria lamb, assistant art director
darek gogol, illustrator
ben anderson, set designer
scot erb, model maker

© a.m.P.a.s.
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© cbs television network
© american broadcasting company

40th annual american music awarDs
joe stewart, Production designer 
tina miller, art director 

64th annual primetime emmy awarDs
steve bass, Production designer 
kristen merlino, art director 

Grammy nomination concert live
matthew russell, Production designer 
sarah Palmrose, art director 

super bowl xlvi halftime show
bruce rodgers, Production designer 
douglas cook, anthony bishoP,

shelley rodgers, art directors 
lindsey breslauer, assistant art 

director 

Left: The GRAMMY 
NOMINATION 
CONCERT LIVE was 
staged in Nashville’s 
Bridgestone Arena. 
Below: Christina 
Aguilera performing 
on stage during the 
40TH AMERICAN 
MUSIC AWARDS held 
at the Nokia Theatre 
L.A. LIVE in Los 
Angeles.

Left: In less than seven minutes at 
the SUPER BOWL XLVI HALFTIME 
SHOW, over 500 volunteers rolled 
out and assembled the massive stage 
comprised of 796 lightweight LED 
tiles constructed into fourteen stage 
carts. Madonna performed four songs, 
and within the twelve-minute time 
frame, the stage, and a 149’ x 80’ field 
projection area, turned into everything 
from living VOGUE magazine covers to 
reverberating speakers.

© national Football league & cbs
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EXCELLENCE IN PRODUCTION DESIGN FOR A COMMERCIAL OR MUSIC VIDEO

x-box: halo 4 commissioninG 
aDG awarD winner

christoPher glass, Production designer
vlad vieru, art director
jonathan bach, illustrator
anne Porter, aziza burada, set decorators

Top: A digital presentation rendering for X-BOX: HALO 4 COMMISSIONING by Illustrator Jonathan Bach of the corridor in the 
UNSC Infinity, the largest starship in the UNSC fleet. Inset: Christopher Glass with presenter Dennis Haysbert. Center: The corridor 
set under construction on Stage 12 at Buftea (MediaPro Studios) outside of Bucharest, Romania. Above: A preliminary SketchUp 
model by Set Designer Anne Porter of the corridor, with marker annotations by Christopher Glass.
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buDweiser: return of the kinG 
jason hamilton, Production designer
colby woodland, brian croke,

assistant art directors
william eliscu, graphic designer
alistair milne, illustrator
haFida torres, set decorator

nike: fast is faster 
tino schaedler,

Production designer
alex cole, art director
coryander Friend, set decorator

macy’s: Dream 
carlos a. menendez, Production designer
john kasarda, art director
eric Fehlberg, assistant art director
wendy draPanas, graphic designer
hinju kim, set designer
eugene kaganski, scenic artist
annie armstrong, set decorator

nike: Game on worlD 
james chinlund, Production designer
harrison richardswise, art director
amanda hunter, graphic designer
steve jung, illustrator
nicholas cross, set designer
amanda moss serino, set decorator

Top: SketchUp drawings by James Chinlund and Nicholas Cross, with corresponding screen captures, of elements in NIKE’s GAME 
ON WORLD commercial. Center: A SketchUp rendering by Eric Fehlberg, colored and finished in Photoshop by Wendy Drapanas, 
of an establishing shot for the MACY’S: DREAM commercial. Above, left: Another Fehlberg/Drapanas SketchUp presentation 
rendering for the same commercial, this time showing Carlos Santana’s shoe boutique. Right: A production still of the fully dressed 
set on stage at JC Studios in Brooklyn, New York. The mezzanine is a digital extension.
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EXCELLENCE IN PRODUCTION DESIGN FOR AN EPISODE OF A HALF-HOUR SINGLE-CAMERA TELEVISION SERIES

Girls
aDG awarD winner

judy becker, Production designer
laura ballinger gardner, art director
Pat sPrott, scenic artist 
heather loeFFler, set decorator

moDern family
richard berg, Production designer 
claire bennett, art director 
mike daigle, lead scenic artist 
brian kasch, set decorator

parks anD recreation
ian PhilliPs, Production designer 
jeFF mossa, art director 
william eliscu, graphic designer
rob sissman, set designer
kimerly wannoP, set decorator

Top, inset: Presenter Julie White with Judy 
Becker. Top, right: Adam’s Prospect Heights, 
Brooklyn, apartment in GIRLS was built at the 
Silvercup Studios in Long Island City. Right: 
The large murals that line the walls of Pioneer 
Hall in PARKS AND RECREATION depict 
some famous moments in the town’s past, 
and most are hilariously horrifying at a level 
that is difficult to comprehend. Ian Phillips 
creates preliminary sketches, combining his 
suggestions with the writers’ ideas, and then 
gives them to an illustrator, usually Robin 
Richesson or Benton Jew, to take a pass at 
the concept. Once these sketches have been 
tweaked and finally approved, it falls to Scenic 
Artists Bridget Duffy and Stan Olexiewicz to 
paint the actual murals.

© home box office

© national broadcasting company
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community
denise Pizzini, Production designer
john vertrees, art director
ellen king, graphic designer
robert warner, scenic artist 
don diers, set decorator

Top: The home office in Bryan and 
David’s house, built on Stage 20 on the 
Paramount lot for THE NEW NORMAL. 
Above and left: Dean Pelton convinces 
Jeff to build a blanket-pillow fort 
worthy of a Guinness world record in 
COMMUNITY. These are three views of 
the elaborate adult pillow fort built as 
a stage set at Paramount Studios.

the new normal
tony Fanning, Production designer 
jonathan carlos,

assistant art director 
eric rosenberg, graphic designer
martha johnston, set designer
jason mahakian, model maker
bryan john venegas, set decorator

© national broadcasting company

© national broadcasting company
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Democratic national 
convention
bruce rodgers,

Production designer
douglas cook,

anthony bishoP,
art directors

lindsey breslauer,
assistant art director

shelley rodgers,
off-site art director

EXCELLENCE IN PRODUCTION DESIGN FOR AN EPISODE OF A MULTI-CAMERA, VARIETY, OR UNSCRIPTED SERIES 

saturDay niGht live
aDG awarD winner

keith ian raywood, eugene lee, akira
“leo” yoshimura, n. josePh detullio,
Production designers

tara donnelly, graphic designer
gillian sPeers, set designer
mark rudolF, halina marki, scenic artists

2 broke Girls
glenda rovello, Production designer
conny marinos, set designer
amy Feldman, sdsa, set decorator

how i met your mother
stePhan olson, Production designer
daniel saks, set designer
susan eschelbach, sdsa, set decorator

© national broadcasting company

Above, inset: Presenter Georgia King with 
Keith Raywood. Top right: Talented Scenic 
Artists provide richly detailed comedy 
sketch sets for SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE with 
often very simple construction. Center: 
Political events like the DEMOCRATIC 
NATIONAL CONVENTION provide work for 
Guild designers across the country, here in 
Charlotte, NC. Right: The big red chairs on 
THE VOICE, which revolve with the push 
of large buttons have become characters 
on the show with their own fan blogs and 
Twitter feeds.

the voice
anton goss, james Pearse connelly, Production designers
zeya maurer, rick vanzini, anthony bishoP, art directors
lydia smyth, kirsten larsen, assistant art directors
scott harPer, graphic designer
ed strang, jose ramirez, lynn brown, scenic artists
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LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AwARD
herman zimmerman

OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION TO CINEMATIC IMAGERY AwARD
Production designers behind the james bond Franchise

Left: BMW DesignworksUSA Global Director 
Alec Bernstein, Doug Drexler, actor Scott 
Bakula, and Mike Okuda. Bernstein and Bakula 
presented the Guild’s Lifetime Achievement 
Award to Herman Zimmerman, who couldn’t 
be present. Drexler and Okuda accepted the 
award for him. Below: Zimmerman’s Lifetime 
Achievement Award trophy was created by 
the automotive designers at BMW. Bottom: 
Producer Michael G. Wilson and actress 
Jane Seymour presented the Outstanding 
Contribution to Cinematic Imagery Award to 
four JAMES BOND Production Designers, Sir 
Ken Adam, Peter Lamont, Alan Cameron and 
Dennis Gassner. Shown in photo, left to right, 
are Wilson, Gassner, Seymour and Lamont. 
Adam and Cameron were unable to make the 
trip from the UK.

EXCELLENCE IN PRODUCTION DESIGN
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Top: A troubled LINCOLN in his personal office and 
Cabinet Room set, built in a warehouse in Richmond, 
Virginia. Inset: Rick Carter, flanked by presenters Daniel 
Radcliffe and Kristen Stewart, backstage at the Oscars®. 
Set Decorator Jim Erickson could not be present. Right: 
Illustrator James Clyne’s moody and evocative drawings 
helped set a visual style for the film.  

© DreamWorks II Distribution Co.

The OSCARS®

ACADEMY AWARD® FOR ACHIEVEMENT  
IN PRODUCTION DESIGN

LINCOLN
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
RICK CARTER, Production Design
JIM ERICKSON, Set Decoration

Photograph by Matt Petit – © A.M.P.A.S.
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THE HOBBIT: AN UNEXPECTED JOURNEY
DAN HENNAH, Production Design
RA VINCENT and SIMON BRIGHT,

Set Decoration

LIFE OF PI
DAVID GROPMAN, Production Design
ANNA PINNOCK, Set Decoration 

ANNA KARENINA
SARAH GREENWOOD, 

Production Design
KATIE SPENCER, Set Decoration

LES MISÉRABLES
EVE STEWART, Production Design
ANNA LYNCH-ROBINSON, Set Decoration

©  Focus Features
© Fox 2000 Pictures

© Warner Bros. 

ACADEMY AWARD® FOR ACHIEVEMENT  
IN PRODUCTION DESIGN

©  Universal Pictures

Top: John Howe’s concept illustration 
of the house of the wizard, Radagast 
the Brown, for THE HOBBIT. Left: A 
production photograph of the set for the 
Piscine Molitor, a 1929 swimming club 
near the Bois de Boulogne in Paris, for 
LIFE OF PI. Bottom, left: The grand ball, 
staged in ANNA KARENINA’s unit set, a 
shabby and abandoned theater. Right: Eve 
Stewart’s pen and color wash illustration 
for the death of Javert, as he throws 
himself into the Seine from a rooftop, in 
LES MISÉRABLES.
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Playing 
        with theBAND
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by Eric Rosenberg, Graphic Designer

Designing Music Graphics  
for the Movies
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It’s the summer of 1987 on the neon-lit Sunset Strip 
of Los Angeles; we’re following the story of two 
young strivers eager to join the boulevard’s thriving 
music scene right at its heart, the venerable rock 
club, The Bourbon Room. In reality it’s the summer 
of 2011 and production of Adam Shankman’s film 
Rock of Ages is in full swing on location in Miami, 
where the Strip has been re-created just blocks 
from the MacArthur Causeway linking the city with 
South Beach (see PERSPECTIVE, October/November 
2012). On these three streets of empty storefronts 
and industrial supply stores, landmarks from the 
era like Tower Records, Filthy McNasty’s, and the 
Marlboro Man rise again.  

In March 2011, Production Designer Jon Hutman 
asked me to join him as Lead Graphic Designer 
on this adaptation of the Broadway musical. I 
was very glad for the opportunity; this is the kind 
of film project I enjoy most, one with music at its 
core. Rock of Ages is one of eight music-themed 
movies I’ve worked on. These cinematic journeys 
into the music world began in 1999 with Almost 
Famous, and also include The Country Bears, Laurel 
Canyon, Dreamgirls, The Runaways, CBGB, and the 
television special Tony Bennett: An American Classic. 
Designing record albums, band logos, gig posters, 
rock magazines, and signs for concert venues will 
always thrill a music lover like me.  

In the late 1970s while attending LaGuardia High 
School of Music & Art in New York, I was greatly 
inspired by the record graphics of the punk and new 
wave era. They were the catalyst for my interest in 
graphic design, and the decision to major in that 
area during my subsequent studies at the School 
of Visual Arts. At SVA I took classes with a few top 
album cover designers, dreaming of joining their 
ranks one day. As it turned out, those doors weren’t 
especially open to new graduates. I found instead 
that career opportunities in magazine design were 
more accessible. I went on to work as an art director 
for several publications over the course of five years 
before moving into Graphic Design for films in late 
1991. This new career would in time allow me to 

“Nothing sells musical 
legitimacy in a film quicker 
than seeing the characters 
underneath that instantly 

recognizable ROLLING 
STONE logo.”
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Previous pages: A collection of magazine covers and record album sleeves 
created by Rosenberg for a number of different music-themed films. Using 
photographs by Neal Preston and David James, the ROLLING STONE covers 
were created as vector art replicas of the magazine’s various logos and 
cover graphics appropriate for each period. The challenge in designing 
the Arsenal album covers was finding appropriate artwork that fit the 
budget. Illustrator Robert Kalafut sent Rosenberg a large sampling of 
JPEGs and his art easily paired up with several of the album titles. The 
four national magazine covers, like most of Rosenberg’s work, were re-
created as vector art in Macromedia FreeHand® with image retouching and 
filtering done in Photoshop®, and then exported as single or multi-page 
PDFs. Opposite page: For LAUREL CANYON, Rosenberg assembled several 
photo composites of notable figures in rock posing with actress Frances 
McDormand. The stock images were selected and photographer Neal 
Preston took great care to match the lighting as closely as possible. Once in 
Photoshop, Rosenberg degraded, defocused and textured the images with 
grain to help meld everything together. This page, above: Backstage passes 
for ALMOST FAMOUS were based on director Cameron Crowe’s personal 
collection. Neal Preston photographed the actors in front of their tour bus 
“Doris” for a poster made for Stillwater’s dressing room, which was then 
printed at a local vendor on a large-format inkjet device. The backstage 
passes were printed on fabric by the leading manufacturer of concert IDs.

circle back to those art school dreams, when 
in 1999 I began work on Cameron Crowe’s 
autobiographical film Almost Famous. Finally, I’d 
have the chance to be a record album designer 
via a cinematic trip back to 1973.  

Almost Famous is Cameron’s story of becoming a 
teenage reporter on his first assignment for Rolling 
Stone magazine. We follow teenage William Miller 
as he tries to get an interview with the upcoming 
rock band Stillwater, embarked on a national tour 
supporting Black Sabbath. My task was the creation 
of the band’s graphic identity—their logo, album 
covers, tour posters and other graphics—covering 
Stillwater’s existence from 1969 through their latest 
release in 1973.  

Working with Production Designer Clay Griffith, I 
developed designs for all the Stillwater graphics. I 
then planned for and oversaw three days of photo 
shoots with the actors. Shooting the stills was 
renowned rock photographer Neal Preston, this was 
to be the first of several collaborations we had over 
the next few years. Once all the photography was 
in hand, I finalized the designs and moved into the 
production phase. The record jackets were printed in 
quantity on a four-color press by Stoughton Printing 
in the City of Industry. At that time they were mostly 
producing laserdisc jackets; record album production 
was at its low point. I also had to design many 
backstage passes, some of which were hero props. 
These were fabricated by a company that made 
the real thing for current bands. Other graphics 
like posters were produced by vendors specializing 
in large-format digital prints; the Rolling Stone 
magazine props would also be fabricated on a four-
color press.  

Near the conclusion of the film, a bundle of 
magazines is dropped at a newsstand. It’s the latest 
issue of Rolling Stone featuring Stillwater; William 
Miller has landed his cover story. The film’s time 
period of 1973 coincided with a format change at 
Rolling Stone. They went from their original smaller, 
folded design to a large tabloid. By the time the 
hero Stillwater cover would be seen in the movie, 
the tabloid size was in use, allowing for a bolder 
cover than it might have been otherwise. Since 
1994, I’ve done six different Rolling Stone covers, 
up through their mid-1990s format. Nothing sells 
musical legitimacy in a film quicker than seeing the 
characters underneath that instantly recognizable 
logo.  

A couple of years later, I was hired by Production 
Designer Dan Bishop to create graphics for The 
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Above and top: DREAMGIRLS Production Designer John 
Myhre suggested a Fats Domino concert poster from 1964 
as inspiration for this poster which Rosenberg designed in 
Macromedia FreeHand and imported into Photoshop for 
compositing, filtering and surface texturing to give it a silk-
screened look. The posters were inkjet-printed on heavyweight 
matte stock at Ford Graphics. The logo for the tour bus was 
adapted from the same art, along with an overall paint scheme. 
A full-scale pounce of the logo and lettering was provided to 
the production’s sign painter who hand-painted them on the 
bus. An additional cut-vinyl version was made for application 
on the Early band’s drum skin. Right: The Palace Theater 
in downtown Los Angeles was used for the Detroit Theater 
exterior and interior. The “Detroit” script lettering on three 
sides of the marquee had to allow all of the ornamental neon of 
the existing sign to remain as is. Scaled vector art was provided 
for fabrication. Additional marquee graphics for the Dreams 
farewell concert were produced at the Warner Bros. sign shop.

Country Bears, based on the popular attraction at Disneyland. While the 
job was similar to Almost Famous, the graphics required would be more 
numerous, as this band had been together for twenty years. Director Peter 
Hastings wanted everything done with great authenticity; everything was 
to be designed just as if the band were four people, not seven-foot-tall 
talking bears. Photo shoots were set up, and I again found myself facing 
a fictitious band, but this time they were performers in very stylized, yet 
amazingly life-like bear costumes, whose faces were being controlled by 
puppeteers. This was one of the truly memorable experiences in my career.  

Photo composites for props and set decoration have long been one of my 
favorite tasks. Whether as standalone images or as part of a prop, the 
call for these photos has grown steadily over the years. One of my favorite 
composite projects was set in the world of rock ‘n’ roll. In late 2001, 
Production Designer Catherine Hardwicke asked me to do a four-part 
photo composite project for Lisa Cholodenko’s Laurel Canyon. Frances 
McDormand starred as a famous record producer living in the fabled 
neighborhood that had brought forth the California Sound in the late 
1960s. Her estranged son (Christian Bale) and his wife (Kate Beckinsale) 
would be coming to stay. These four photos would be the first items that 
told the audience we were in the home of a music business heavyweight.  

This was my second photo composite collaboration with Ms. McDormand 
and photographer Neal Preston; we had previously done a series featured 
in Almost Famous. For this shoot Ms. McDormand was to be placed among 
several rock music legends: Bruce Springsteen, David Bowie, Iggy Pop, The 
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Left: For a duet between Tony 
Bennett and Diana Krall, Production 
Designer John Myhre found 
inspiration for the set’s graphics in 
a classic Judy Garland television 
special from the 1960s. The set 
pieces emblazoned with TONY 
BENNETT lettering in various 
fonts and sizes were first painted 
and then covered in applied vinyl 
lettering cut by the Warner Bros. 
sign shop. This technique proved 
to be far more cost-effective than 
applying full-scale digital prints 
(Scale model by Set Designer 
Richard Romig). Below: A screen 
capture of the number with Krall 
and Bennett.

Red Hot Chili Peppers and one of the real Laurel Canyon’s 
most notable voices, Joni Mitchell. The images in which Ms. 
McDormand would be placed were selected prior to our 
photo shoot. Some had been shot by Preston, others were 
licensed stock photos. Everything that went into the planning 
and execution of this project gave me the very best elements 
to work with, resulting in very successful composite images. 

In late 2005, I was hired by Production Designer John Myhre 
to do the graphics for Bill Condon’s adaptation of the 1981 
Broadway musical Dreamgirls. This trip into musical graphics 
would take me further back in time, from the late 1950s’ 
world of R&B, on through to the disco era of the mid-
1970s.
  
One of my first projects was designing the neon sign 
lettering for the Detroit Theater. For this set the production 
would be using a real location, the Palace Theater in 
downtown Los Angeles. The Palace has a beautiful 
art deco marquee, and we would use all of its decorative neon, 
replacing only the “Palace” lettering with “Detroit.” Everyone liked the script style of the 
Palace lettering, I sought out a similar period script font from which to start the process, 
and created the scaled vector graphics from which the signs would be built. A local neon 
vendor was chosen to fabricate the three sets of sign lettering. For scenes set at The 
Dreams farewell concert at the film’s conclusion, I designed translite graphics for the 
marquee faces. These were produced at the Warner Bros. sign shop.  

For the pivotal scene where The Dreams first meet singer James “Thunder” Early (Eddie 
Murphy) at the Detroit Theater, and are hired as his backup singers, I designed a concert 
poster inspired by graphics of the era found in the book The Art of Rock. Not only was the 
poster a key piece of set dressing, but it included Early’s JTE logo which was also needed 
for the character’s tour bus that would be featured several times early on in the film.  

Above: For the Columbia Records 
recording studio set, four-foot 
enlargements of Bennett’s album 
covers were required. The original 
LPs in Bennett’s archive were quite 
worn and discolored, requiring 
several days of digital restoration 
work in Photoshop before they 
were ready for prime time.
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There were two sets of album cover projects done 
for the film. For The Dreams I first had to design 
their debut release, Meet the Dreams, which would 
be a central piece of set dressing, sized to six-feet 
square, at a press conference celebrating the album’s 
gold record status. Along with the cover, which was 
inspired by several Supremes’ jackets, there was the 
Rainbow Records label design too. It would be seen 
on the award held by band manager Curtis Taylor 
(Jamie Foxx). I also created eight other covers for 
The Dreams, and the solo recordings of lead singers 
Deena Jones (Beyoncé Knowles) and Effie White 
(Jennifer Hudson). Some were a direct homage to 
actual Supremes’ covers which we had legal clearance 
for, others were original designs.  

For James “Thunder” Early, I designed eight albums 
and two singles. The covers were meant for an un-
filmed scene in which Taylor is presented with options 
for the next Early LP release. They ultimately found use 
as background set dressing in the Rainbow Records 
office. The two singles, Cadillac Car and Steppin’ to 
the Bad Side, were both scripted props. The sleeves 
were three-color Pantone, printed traditionally, each 
holding a labeled, dummy-groove 45 rpm single.  

Magazine covers are a graphics staple of these kinds 
of films. The rise and success of the artist are marked 
by their appearance on covers of the most prominent 
publications of the day. For the pre-Rolling Stone era 
portion of Dreamgirls, circa 1962-64, I designed the 
covers of Newsweek, Look, Life, and Time. In all cases, 
I took great care to re-create the exact logos and 
formats used.  

Within a few weeks of the Dreamgirls wrap, I began 
another project with John Myhre, Tony Bennett: An 
American Classic, directed by Rob Marshall, his 
frequent collaborator. This special for NBC would 
harken back to the heyday of the television variety 
show.  

Much of the work I did on the Tony Bennett project 
entailed re-creating a variety of dimensional sign 
designs integral to the singer’s past. From the sound 
booth at Columbia Recording Studios to the 1960s’ 
NBC logo, and on to the Sahara Hotel in Las Vegas; 
these were all custom fabricated for a duet with Stevie 
Wonder. I also re-created a multi-story version of the 
poster advertising Bennett’s debut at Carnegie Hall. 
For the Columbia recording studio set, there was a 
series of Bennett’s album covers that were enlarged to 
four-foot squares. The original LPs provided to us by 
Bennett’s archive were quite worn, requiring several 
days of digital restoration work in Photoshop before 
they were ready for prime time.  

Top and above: Rosenberg’s first 
task on ROCK OF AGES was the 
design of The Bourbon Room 
logo. The large exterior sign 
was an open-faced dimensional 
can structure with inset neon 
borderlines. The stage version 
would be built the opposite 
way, with neon backlighting 
and a solid face with metal 
mesh in the negative spaces. 
Working with Set Designer 
Richard Fojo, he provided 
scaled vector art EPS files 
created in Macromedia 
FreeHand to the vendor for 
fabrication. Other graphics 
applications like posters and 
T-shirts followed. Right: This 
poster announcing Arsenal’s 
final concert at The Bourbon 
Room brought together all 
of the film’s key graphic 
elements he’d designed for 
the film. The flaming guitar is a surefire 
rock motif.
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The most integral set graphics in the special were 
for a duet between Bennett and Diana Krall, 
accompanied by nine dancers. For this scene 
John was inspired by a Judy Garland set from one 
of her classic 1960s television specials. Several 
large trapezoidal walls and multiple cubes were 
constructed, all of which would be emblazoned 
with TONY BENNETT lettering in various fonts 
and sizes. For fabrication it was determined that 
painting all the forms and using applied vinyl 
lettering would be more cost-effective than using 
full-scale digital prints. The cut vinyl lettering was 
fabricated by the Warner Bros. sign shop and 
applied by the production’s sign writer.  

In the spring of 2009 when I learned that a feature 
film about the first all-female teen rock band The 
Runaways was headed into production, I tracked it 
closely. As soon as the offices opened up, I landed 
an interview with Production Designer Eugenio 
Caballero. I was hired, and very eager to begin 
designing for this period of the mid-1970s when 
glam segued into punk.  

The big difference between The Runaways and the 
other music films I’d done was the budget. This 
was a ten-million-dollar production, just a fraction 
of what the other features were made for. With 
such a tight budget came a nearly non-existent 
prep. I began just a week before shooting, and 
maintained a frantic pace over the next month. 
Unlike the other productions, it hadn’t been 
possible to do the necessary photo sessions with 
the actors for props before shooting began. As 
each prop’s scheduled shoot date loomed, the 
production managed to carve out time for brief 

Top: Set among re-creations of 
actual Sunset Strip landmarks 
is the fictional Venus Club 
presided over by Justice 
Charltier (Mary J. Blige). This 
huge neon sign was a priority 
assignment for the Miami 
vendor, Mr. Neon. Above: 
A production photograph 
of the finished set. Left: A 
poster of Tom Cruise as rock 
legend Stacee Jaxx. 
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photo sessions. The high pressure 
pace was unrelenting throughout, 
but it all got done.

Rock of Ages found me once 
more designing vast amounts of 
period music graphics, this time 
in the arena of late 1980s’ heavy 
metal, and the so-called “hair” 
bands. While I wasn’t listening to 
this music back in the day, I was 
working at a record store, and 
remember selling many copies 
of the music featured in the film. 
What’s undeniable is that while 
this genre wasn’t on my personal 
top ten list, designing for it was 
an absolute blast. The graphics 

and aesthetics, were so outrageous that any Graphic Designer 
couldn’t help but have fun working with them. My enthusiasm 
served me well, as I didn’t have a huge amount of time to get 
the key elements of the Rock of Ages graphics designed and 
approved. There were only about eight weeks of prep before 
shooting began, and the schedule was often in flux.

First up was the The Bourbon Room logo design. Large 
dimensional neon signs of The Bourbon Room logo for the 
club’s exterior and the interior stage had to be fabricated out 
of metal by local Miami sign vendor Mr. Neon. The logo would 
also be featured on T-shirts worn by the lead characters Drew 
(Diego Boneta) and Sherrie (Julianne Hough) while at their jobs.  

Concurrently, I began working on the sign lettering for the other 
featured locale on the Boulevard, The Venus Club, a high-end 
strip joint. Like The Bourbon Room, this lettering also had to 
be fabricated as a very large exterior neon sign, running nearly 
the width of the club. I also did some of the many vector art 
re-creations of landmark Sunset Strip club and shop signage, 
along with Graphic Designer Vivian Galainena, who was hired 
locally in Miami. Though she was a very experienced designer, 
Vivian hadn’t yet worked on a film. She took to it all very 
quickly, and proved to be a valuable asset as we all raced to 
complete The Strip.  

As the film begins, the specter of heavy metal band Arsenal, 
and their final concert at The Bourbon Room hangs over all the 
characters in the film. Graphically, Arsenal began for me with 
their logo. This design came about quickly. Everyone involved 
had a clear idea of what was needed, and there were a few 
specific logo references cited by the producer and director that 
helped speed the process along. When Sherrie arrives at the 
bus station in Los Angeles, she quickly makes a souvenir of a 
concert poster announcing this last Arsenal show. In it a flaming 
guitar unites the logos of both the band and The Bourbon 
Room.  

Top and center: Appearing in several key scenes, Fallout: Live 
at The Bourbon Room is the film’s featured Arsenal album. 
The album’s most important appearance comes near the film’s 
conclusion when the gatefold is opened to a shocking ten-year-
old photo revealing the mayor’s wife, anti-rock crusader Patricia 
Whitmore (Catherine Zeta-Jones) as a former Stacee Jaxx 
groupie. Unit photographer David James did a backstage session 
with extras to glean the many photos needed for the final 
images, along with the hero setup using a Stacee Jaxx stand-in. 
Rosenberg replaced heads with stock photos of Zeta-Jones and 
Cruise, on whom he added long hair. The director approved the 
prop, but on the eve of shooting, Cruise didn’t like this version, 
and a photo shoot was quickly scheduled for the next evening 
at call. The new composite and a fabricated album were created 
while the night shooting progressed, and were ready by three 
AM for a hero close-up. Above: The show logo created during 
early prep.
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Much of the drama and comedy 
in Rock of Ages comes from 
reactions to and interactions with 
Arsenal’s front man, Stacee Jaxx 
(Tom Cruise). I designed several 
items for his character, including 
a poster that draws the ire of the 
mayor’s wife Patricia Whitmore 
(Catherine Zeta-Jones), as well 
as an enormous pyrotechnic logo 
for a concert sequence. Capping 
it off is a Rolling Stone magazine 
cover and article that tears Stacee 
apart. I was very pleased to have the opportunity 
to design the article. The layout was a personal 
homage to the magazine’s transformative Art 
Director Fred Woodward, who had just begun his 
position at about the same time as Rock of Ages 
takes place. 

My challenge in designing the Arsenal records 
was finding appropriate pre-existing artwork. We 
didn’t have the budget for originals and these 
covers had to be illustrated to look authentic. I 
contacted Robert Kalafut, an artist with whom I’d 
previously worked. I knew he’d done paintings 
in the heavy metal style, and was hopeful I might 
find a few Arsenal covers amongst them. A list 
of cleared album titles had been compiled, and 
as I reviewed Robert’s artwork I knew I’d hit the 
jackpot; I easily paired up his art with approved 
title choices. By that point preproduction was 
moving fast, and a call came to present the 
director with comps of the illustrated Arsenal 
covers in less than a day’s time. I proceeded 
with the initial layouts over the course of an 
afternoon. By morning they were approved; I 
would be able to make refinements later on.  

Though several Arsenal albums are referenced in 
the script, Live at The Bourbon Room is the hero 
prop record, appearing in three scenes. Its 
gatefold design features a photo reveal at the 
film’s conclusion that brings a big shock to the 
audience and several of the characters. Near 
the end of the movie, Lonny (Russell Brand), 
the sidekick to club owner Dennis Dupree 
(Alec Baldwin), takes the album from the club’s 
office and brings it outside to confront Patricia 
Whitmore and her band of anti-rock protesters. 
He unfolds the jacket revealing a gatefold 
photo collage of rock debauchery, its focal 
point an image of a young, leather-clad Patricia 
Whitmore, now exposed to all as a former 
Stacee Jaxx groupie and extreme hypocrite.  

Top: Over the course of 
the CBGB Club’s long 
life, there were several 
versions of the famous 
awning. For the movie 
called CBGB, Rosenberg 
re-created its first
incarnation from 
the mid-1970s. Using 
reference photos, he 
redrew the lettering
in Macromedia 
FreeHand, and full-scale 
pounce patterns were 
made from the vector art 
as PDFs. The lettering 
was then hand-painted 
on the awning at the
filming location in 
Savannah, Georgia. 

The entire scene 
for the hero photo 
had been shot 
with extras in the 
week preceding 
its use in the 
movie. However, 
a stand-in for Tom 
Cruise had been 
used, and a head 
replacement done. 
A day before the 
prop was to film, 
we learned that this didn’t sit well with Cruise, 
who felt it just didn’t look like Stacee Jaxx. The 
production was on a night-shoot schedule, and 
it was decided that unit photographer David 
James would photograph Cruise at the 6:30 PM 
call the next day. I would then get to work re-
doing the composite in time for the record jacket 
prop to play sometime between 3:00 and 4:00 
AM. I found a select that came close to fitting 
in, and began what was to be one of the most 
complicated photo composites I’d ever done.  

Last June, I learned that a feature film about the 
legendary New York rock club CBGB was about 
to begin filming. I figured that one day such 
a movie would be made, and I dearly wished 
to take part. Learning that the production was 
located in Savannah, though, due to its very 
small budget, I assumed that I would never be 
involved. Yet one morning my phone rang, the 
screen showing a Savannah number. Could it 
be...? Indeed it was, and I happily collaborated 
with Production Designer Craig Stearns over 
the phone for the next two weeks, designing the 
film’s signage. This included the famous CBGB 
awning as it looked in the late 1970s. I’d finally 
come full circle, back to my days in rock ‘n’ roll 
high school. There’s nothing quite like show biz, 
is there? ADG
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Photographs by Carol Kaelson
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by Renée Hoss-Johnson, Production Designer

When people watch Wheel of Fortune, they are 
treated to the excitement of contestants, like 
themselves, winning money and prizes. They are 
engaged in the game, competing with friends 
or family members to see who solves the puzzle 
first, and they are familiar with Pat Sajak and 
Vanna White, who have been coming into their 
living rooms for the last thirty years. They imagine 
themselves spinning the Wheel or stealing 
Vanna’s job turning letters at the puzzleboard 
and marvel at the beautiful sets that week-in and 
week-out feature anything from a winter hideaway 
to the entire California coastline, depending on 
what that show’s theme dictates. 

Creating the environment for this on a weekly 
basis is Wheel of Fortune’s Art Department, who 
work around the clock to produce the sets that 

Above: A production 
photograph of one 
of two WHEEL OF 
FORTUNE sets 
designed and installed 
at the Oregon 
Convention Center 
in Portland. This one 
featuring a forest, lake, 
cabin, and a 14-foot 
waterfall. Opposite 
page: A few of the 
literally thousands of 
graphic props created 
each season.

WHEEL’S 30TH

ANNIVERSARY
are used when the show tapes at home on Stage 
11 at Sony Pictures Studios in Culver City as well 
as in cities across the country. On the road, the 
department often takes a blank venue and turns 
it not only into a working studio, but a production 
space for the more than 150 staff members that 
travel with the show.

In the Studio
While at Sony, Wheel of Fortune tapes a week of 
shows each day featuring a different theme. For 
each theme week, the Art Department designs the 
sets and prize displays to achieve the producers’ 
vision. One week could represent a tropical 
theme, with thatched huts and outrigger canoes, 
the next week could feature the fabulous food in 
New Orleans or the Golden Gate Bridge in San 
Francisco. 



No matter the theme, there are two constants 
that the Art Department always works around: 
the Wheel itself and the puzzleboard. Over the 
past thirty years, these elements have evolved. In 
September 2002, Renée Hoss-Johnson was asked 
by the show’s executive producer, Harry Friedman, 
to redesign these beloved elements. Through her 
concept designs, she suggested that, in order for 

these pieces to pop on the screen, they needed to 
come alive and glow with color. Her design was 
completed and drawn, but the typical electrical 
elements at the time wouldn’t give the desired look. 
Kirk Smith, the head of CBS Production Lighting, 

and Walter Lake, the head of the CBS Carpenter 
Shop, were able to find a product and a method 
that could do the job. Color Kinetics was building 
color-changing LED fixtures, and though the 
product was not yet available on the open market, 
they had access to fixtures small enough and bright 
enough to light up the new Plexiglas Wheel and 
puzzleboard elements. In preliminary tests, the 
constructed mock-ups came to life and the color 
and programming effects seemed endless, creating 
a revolutionary new look for the show and marking 
the first time LED color-changing fixtures were used 
in set pieces in this way.

Wheel of Fortune strives to be in the forefront 
of technology in broadcast television, and that 
extends to the show’s Art Department which, 
whenever possible, incorporates the latest 
innovations. A recent example is the one-inch 
fiber optic sweeps that are now part of the show’s 
generic set. These fiber optic units throw the light 
specific distances and still remain cool to the 
touch, while giving an immense array of color 
choices. 

The evolution of technology has also impacted 
graphics on Wheel of Fortune, which have changed 
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“WHEEL OF FORTUNE is 
much larger than most 

concerts, touring theater 
shows, or even awards 

shows, because it travels 
with over 150 staff and crew 

and employs roughly 125 
local union craftsmen.”

Above: The Denver 
set featured a pine-
paneled lodge with a 
working fireplace.
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dramatically over the last five to ten years. Assistant Art Director Heather Lynne 
Rasnick works with the CBS Graphics Department to create the wedges for 
the Wheel using a flatbed printer with Pantone specific digital imaging. This 
replaced the old-fashioned way of doing things, using picture images and type 
fonts that were hand-painted or printed, cut out, and attached to matte board 
wedges. Prize wedges are created to represent anything from a luxury vacation 
to a company logo for a sponsor. In any given season, the show makes fifty 
different prize wedges, twenty to forty different gift tags, eighty to one hundred 
different bonus Wheel envelopes, and more than 760 contestant name tags.

On Remote
Since 1988, Wheel of Fortune has taped in sixty-
one locations, in twenty-six different cities, in front 
of live audiences totaling more than 350,000 
fans. Radio City Music Hall, the Super Dome, the 
Grand Ole Opry, a lagoon in Sea World, and a 
field in Hawaii are all examples of venues where 
the show has taped. When Wheel goes on the 
road, the Art Department has to shift its perspective 
from the small soundstage that seats 160 people 
to venues that accommodate thousands at a time. 
The production is much larger than most concerts, 
touring theater shows, or even awards shows, 
because it travels with over 150 staff and crew 
and employs roughly 125 local union craftsmen. 
It is the Art Department’s responsibility to design, 
oversee construction of and maintain, not only 

Left: CAD® drawings 
of a miniature Seattle 
Space Needle were 
drawn by Assistant 
Art Director and Set 
Designer Jody Vaclav. 
Below: The actual Space 
Needle was decorated 
in celebration of 
WHEEL’s stay in Seattle, 
as shown in this 
helicopter photograph. 
Bottom: A production 
photograph of the 
set, showing the 23-
foot miniature Space 
Needle, on the floor of 
the Washington State 
Convention and Trade 
Center.





the main set and audience areas, but also all the 
auxiliary production areas, which include: staff 
offices, audience holding areas, a VIP area, a 
separate Wheel Watchers Club entrance, handicap 
accessibility entrances and holding areas, 
backstage production support areas, edit-bay 
modular trailers, booth trailers, a talent compound 

featuring several motor homes, hair and makeup 
modules, catering areas for staff and crew, a 
press interview compound featuring television, 
radio, online and print suites, and a sequestered 
contestant briefing and holding compound with 
private portable restroom trailers. All these areas 
are constructed at the same time the main set and 

audience seating (usually between 2,500–3,500 
fans per show) are being loaded in. The entire 
production is adapted to the needs and challenges 
of each particular venue.
  
Over the years, very few venues have been found 
that actually have blueprints of their facilities. Jody 
Vaclav has become a “plan detective,” searching 
for layouts in architects’ offices, county records, 
or anywhere else they can be pieced together. 
Invariably, the plans that she finds are not as-builts 
so, more times than not, the entire venue must be 
measured and new plans created. 

Along with drawing plans for the venues on 
remotes, Renée Hoss-Johnson and Jody Vaclav 
travel to the various cities to do research and 
get a feel for what should be represented in the 
final set design. The sets for these remote tapings 
should instantly let the audience know where the 
show is located, no matter when they tune in. Over 
the years, the team has created the Seattle Space 
Needle, a southern plantation in Charleston, 
Independence Hall and a working model of 
Chicago’s Elevated train running through the set. 

Whenever a new set is designed, it is first created 
as a 3D model in the computer, which is then 
rendered with color and textures to show the 
producers how the completed set will look. This 
tool is used by every department on the show: 
Director Mark Corwin uses the models to check the 

“WHEEL OF FORTUNE has 
taped in sixty-one locations, 
in twenty-six different cities, 

in front of live audiences 
totaling more than 350,000 

fans. Radio City Music Hall, 
the Super Dome, the Grand 

Ole Opry, a lagoon in Sea 
World, and a field in Hawaii 
are all examples of venues 
where the show has taped.”

Background image: 
Because accurate plans 
are often not available, 
the Art Department 
frequently has to 
measure the immense 
facilities to create these 
complex production 
ground plans. Opposite 
page, top: Assistant Art 
Director/Set Decorator 
Shaun Michael Page 
showcasing his 
Charleston, SC model on 
the Charleston set itself. 
Middle: A miniature 
elevated train was 
featured on the set at 
Chicago’s Navy Pier. 
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final location of cameras and to set camera shots, 
lighting designer Jeff Engel uses them to discuss 
lighting looks and effects, and they are also used 
to help estimate construction costs prior to the set 
being built. At this model stage, the set pieces can 
be adjusted and sightlines checked to see if there 
are any conflicts with the size of the units prior 
to them being constructed. This saves countless 
dollars and allows quick revisions if needed. Even 
a modified 3D version of the Golden Gate Bridge 
was first built in the computer, manipulated to the 
exact desired view, and then adapted to create the 
set piece on stage. 

From the 3D rendering, a 1/8” scale model of the 
set and venue is created. It’s a true collaboration 
between Jody and Assistant Art Director Shaun 
Michael Page who create these highly detailed 
models in full color. When the show went to the Big 

Island of Hawaii in 2008, the set was constructed 
on a bluff overlooking the ocean at the Hilton 
Waikoloa Hotel. It was an uneven landscape that 
required excavation in order to accommodate such 
a big production. In the model, the excavation was 
represented and the stage and roof structures were 
created. Even the section of the hotel near the set 
was included with shrubs, palms and flowers to 
represent the completed design. The model was 
a very helpful tool to show the Wheel of Fortune 
producers and the hotel’s executives how the 
property would be highlighted and exactly what the 
impact would be to the hotel itself. That space is 
now considered the Hilton Waikoloa’s most popular 
wedding location.

Recently, Wheel of Fortune went on the road to 
Portland where two sets were featured over multiple 
tape days. The first featured well-known aspects 

of the city while the second 
represented the greener aspects of 
Portland with a forest, lake, cabin, 
and a 14-foot waterfall. The forest 
was a 26-foot-high by 225-foot-
long custom Duratrans, which was 
backlit to give both day and magic 
hour looks. The landscape was 
created using multiple steel-deck 
platforms in various heights. The 
mountain for the waterfall used 
fiberglass rocks in an assortment of 
sizes, and both silk and live shrubs. 
The falling water itself was built 
using forty stacked, 6-mil LED Barco 
LiveDot units, with a Proscreen 
plastic panel set in front of them 
to diffuse the pixels. The video for 

the waterfall was shot at three different locations 
and combined to create the falling water, splashes 
and pond. A miniature bridge created additional 
depth in the limited space. Wheel of Fortune’s Art 
Department designed and built the eco-friendly 
set with all natural materials, water-based paint 
and reusable greenery. When the show wrapped 
production in Portland, any reusable wood, carpet 
and soft goods were donated to local schools and 
theater groups.

A part of the continuing location challenges is 
the hunt for furnishings and accessories that not 
only represent the theme, but are the proper scale 
to fit the space. When Wheel of Fortune went to 
Chicago in 2008, the city’s famous Elevated train 
was incorporated, and a scale model was designed 
to move slowly across the set. At the producers’ 
request, the Art Department was able, with a little bit 

Top: A model of the 
set for the Hawaii 
Big Island location, 
photographed by Carol 
Kaelson on a bluff 
overlooking the ocean 
at the Hilton Waikoloa 
Hotel. Above: A 
production photograph 
of the finished set.
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of manipulation, to put a miniature monitor inside 
the window of one of the elevated cars showing a 
video of Pat and Vanna waving to the crowd as the 
train snaked through the space. 

In the Community
When Wheel of Fortune reaches beyond the 
television screen into the community for prize 
shoots, contestant searches and promotional or 
local charity events, the Art Department serves as 
a brand ambassador, creating visual production 
needs for the events. 

The production often takes Vanna, and sometimes 
Pat, to various locales for special video segments, 
called prize shoots. During prize shoots, Set 
Decorator Heather DeCristo is on hand and ready 
for anything. Whether they are on the beaches of 
the Caribbean, a water taxi in the East River in 
New York or a casino in Las Vegas, she is armed 
with materials for any weather condition, and 
is ready to get rid of unsightly rooftops in the 
background, a hole in the lawn, electrical boxes, 
or anything else that might be in the way of the 
perfect shot.

The Wheelmobile, a 39-foot-long, 13-foot-high, 
bright yellow Winnebago, travels across the 
country giving viewers an “up close and personal” 
Wheel of Fortune experience right in their 
hometown. A live show with a professional host, 
hostess, wheel and puzzleboard offers a chance 
for fans to win prizes and qualify for a contestant 
audition for the broadcast version of the show. 
Wheel of Fortune’s Art Department designed the 
traveling set, including smaller versions of the 
Wheel and puzzleboard, to fit into a trailer pulled 
by the Wheelmobile in such a way that each piece 
can be disassembled quickly to get back on the 

road to the next event. They also shrink-wrapped 
the Winnebago with Wheel of Fortune artwork and 
talent photos, so it was instantly recognizable on 
the road.

Wheel of Fortune has only one Art Department to 
create dozens of themed sets, both in the studio 
and on remote locations, decorate talent dressing 
rooms, maintain and archive historical pieces from 
the show, fix anything unsightly on a location shoot 
and create branded materials for community events. 
The team has been working together for more than 
ten years and has become a cohesive unit that 
maintains the familiar feel of Wheel of Fortune while 
using the latest technology to meet any challenges 
the show’s producers toss their way. ADG

Above, left: Heather 
Lynne Rasnick at 
the Wheel changing 
graphics. Right: Jody 
Vaclav at the Wheel 
as its surprisingly 
complex mechanism is 
adjusted.

The WHEEL OF FORTUNE Art Department, left to right: Set Decorator 
Heather DeCristo, also dresses the remote prize shoots; Assistant Art 
Director/Graphic Artist/Set Decorator Heather Lynne Rasnick; Assistant Art 
Director/Set Decorator Shaun Michael Page, who also builds the models of 
the remote location sets; Production Designer Renée Hoss-Johnson; and 
Assistant Art Director and Set Designer Jody Vaclav, who does 3D modeling 
and AutoCAD® drafting.
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by John Zachary, Production Designer

Ever since the early 1980s when I began my 
career in entertainment, I have been concerned 
about the vast amount of natural materials that Art 
Departments use to build temporary sets. The sets 
are built, filmed, and then struck, creating a cycle 
where new material is rapidly relegated to storage—
or worse, the landfill—never to be seen again, as 
new materials are ordered for the next set.

One Set at a Time

Above: A SketchUp® development 
model of the honeymoon suite stage 
set for RAISING HOPE, drawn by Art 
Director and Set Designer Douglas 
Berkeley.

SAvING tHE   PlANEt…
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Especially troubling is the widespread use of lauan plywood, 
made from the tropical hardwood. According to Rainforest 
Relief, a nonprofit organization focused on reducing the import 
of tropical woods into the United States, logging this product 
has eliminated 85% of the forests of the Philippines. Lauan is 
a cheap alternative to conventional plywood and is often more 
flexible, which makes its use in set building extremely popular. 
The declining rainforest and increased demand for lauan has 
moved loggers from the Philippines to Malaysia and Indonesia 
in search of what they hope can be an endless supply of 
materials demanded by the building industry, and in particular, 
set construction. All of these areas have been deforested by 
the aggressive logging of their old-growth tropical trees. It has 
created a huge impact on the environment in those areas, and 
possibly contributed to environmental degradation worldwide.

Although many people have talked about ending the sale of the 
tropical hardwood, its use in the set-building world shows no 
sign of slowing down. Part of the reason is that no material has 

SAvING tHE   PlANEt…

top: Construction foreman Brian Mertens checking the unique 
materials. Above: Most of the set walls were made of recycled copy 
paper. they will eventually complete another loop and be recycled 
to make more panels.
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yet been invented to replace lauan at a similar 
cost. As declining revenues for traditional scripted 
entertainment have been replaced by low-cost 
reality-based fare, set design has had to be 
even more focused on the bottom line which has 
heightened the demand for inexpensive materials. 
The result has been the increased use of tropical 
woods in order to meet the demands of tighter 
budgets.
 
The industry and many of its Production Designers 
are aware of tropical deforestation. Understanding 
that eventually these woods will no longer be 
available to harvest, many people have tried to 
be more ecologically mindful. The industry for the 
most part has focused on reusing existing sets, or 
at least, existing flats.

My shows have been recycling sets and flats for 
years. While recycling constructed scenery is a 
good step toward sustainability, I hoped to take this 
idea further by creating a brand-new set without 
using any unsustainable products. The major 
obstacle to the creation of this sustainable set was, 
of course, cost. An alternative finally appeared 
on the horizon when I began discussing this idea 
with Noble Environmental Technologies. My Art 
Department had been working with this company, 
which manufactures recycled panels for signs and 

interiors. They make a strong, lightweight molded 
fiber product called ECOR® that is made from 
100% recycled materials (old corrugated boxes, 
newspapers, and a wide variety of agricultural 
fibers). They make a variety of items from this 
material and they agreed to engineer panels for 
us to build a trial set. Noble was a great partner 
in this project; they were anxious to provide 
products to our industry. They agreed to make 
their pricing competitive with lauan on this project 
in order to learn what the industry needs and to 
provide sustainable products for the long term.
 
In December, I got the script for an episode of 
the Fox half-hour comedy Raising Hope. The 
set would be a honeymoon suite in an exclusive 
Hollywood hotel. There was a two-week hiatus 
prior to shooting so I could order materials  
in time for construction. This would be the set to 
go sustainable.

Because I wanted this to be a showcase for 
the use of environmentally sound products, I 
instructed all of the departments to try to use 
as many sustainable products as possible. In 
addition to the construction of the set, zero and 
ultra-low VOC paints, stains, and finishes were 
used. The wallpaper was environmentally friendly 
and the flooring was made from 85% recycled 

These are some of the 
products that were used on 
the RaiSing HOPe pilot:

ECOR® | the Shape of 
Green to Come™ | Nature-
Engineered™ wall panels. 
www.ecorglobal.com

The manufacturing 
process represents both a 
fundamental advancement 
and evolutionary leap 
over the traditional forest 
product industry’s panel 
products. 

Benjamin Moore Green 
Promise® paints  
www.benjaminmoore.com

Benjamin Moore Natura® 
No-vOC paint  
www.benjaminmoore.com 
/natura

FlOR carpet tiles 
www.flor.com

Manufactured to be 
reclaimed, designed so 
face fibers and backing 
materials can be recycled 
into new product through 
their Return and Recycle 
Program. Most FLOR styles 
meet or exceed the Carpet 
and Rug institute’s green 
Label Plus standards for low 
VOCs, important because 
of their harmful impact on 
indoor air quality

York Wallcoverings – 
Elements by Carey lind 
Designs 
www.yorkwall.com

Low VOC emitting product, 
no Ozone depleting 
chemicals, contains no 
cadmium or mercury, 
made with water-based inks 
and coatings, smokeless 
non-polluting inks, 
substrate sourced from 
managed forests, made 
from harvested renewable 
resources

Astek, Inc. – East 
Gate v, all natural 
environmentally friendly 
grasscloth 
www.astekwallcovering 
.com

astek, inc. is the nation’s 
leading provider of 
specialty wallcovering, 
custom design and digital 
printing.
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Opposite page: Any toxic chemicals or non-
sustainable products were avoided for the 
honeymoon suite set. the tub and windows came 
from other sets. Above, top: the typical film-style 
skim coat of plaster drying on the headers and walls. 
Center: All of the set dressing was either rented or 
recycled from previous sets on the show. None of 
it was bought or constructed solely for this pilot. 
Bottom: Old redwood slabs made great art pieces 
when provided with a backlight.

materials, including plastic bottles and nylon 
fibers. Set decorator Dena Allen was able to rent 
all of the set dressing or repurpose items from a 
previous project. Construction coordinator John 
Holliday, paint foreman Ara Bosnoyan, and Art 
Director Doug Berkeley were diligent about finding 
alternative methods of building and finishing to 
help make this successful.

Naturally, every problem using this new material 
couldn’t be anticipated. For example, the system 
to connect the walls together was problematic and 
had to be modified. The process to make these 
walls wild was clumsy, but the grips fortunately 
didn’t have to pull many walls during the two-day 
shoot. The plaster and wallpaper affected and 
warped the panels. This reaction had not occurred 
during the original tests, but the experimented 
pieces were much smaller than the sizable set 
that was finally constructed. As the plaster and 
wallpaper dried, the walls straightened back out. 

My crew and I invested substantial time and effort 
into making this first attempt work. Partnering with 
manufacturers who share similar concerns for the 
environment will allow us to work out these issues 
and make this type of construction—or a hybrid 
form of construction—a model for our industry. 
I think we all have a responsibility to make the 
effort. Raising Hope’s producers, Greg Garcia 
and Henry Lange, have supported this idea from 
its inception and I am grateful to them for the 
opportunity to be a pioneer in sustainable set 
construction.

We are working now with Noble Technologies to 
develop a form of their ECOR panel that will have 
the same dimensions that we use most efficiently 
(4’ x 10’ x ¼”) with a different coating that will 
hold up to plastering and wallpaper. We will build 
some test walls out of the new product as soon 
as they can be produced and make necessary 
adjustments. Hopefully, when they begin to 
manufacture these, we can begin to curb the use of 
lauan and take a small step toward restoring our 
environment. Stay tuned. ADGwww.flor.com
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production design

SCREEN 
CREDIT 
WAIVERS
by Laura Kamogawa, 
Credits Administrator

THEATRICAL:
Maher Ahmad – THE HANGOVER III – 
 Warner Bros.
Jeffrey Beecroft – PAIN & GAIN – 
 Paramount Pictures 
Mayne Berke – SCHOOL DANCE – Lionsgate 
Greg Berry – HOMEFRONT – Nu Image 
Katie Byron – BREATHE IN – Cookie Jar LLC
Franco Carbone – THE CALL – Sony Pictures 
Michael Corenblith – SAVING MR. BANKS – 
 Walt Disney Studios
Howard Cummings – SIDE EFFECTS – 
 Endgame Entertainment 
Todd Fjelsted – WHITE BIRD IN A BLIZZARD – 
 White Bird Production LLC 
Laura Fox – PARADISE – Mandate Pictures
Mark Friedberg – NOAH – Paramount Pictures 
Alec Hammond – NON-STOP – Universal Pictures
Troy Hansen – 12 ROUNDS: RELOADED – 
 WWE Studios 
Jeffrey Higinbotham – DARK SKIES – Alliance Films 
Richard Hoover – 42 – Warner Bros.
Denise Hudson – VICTOR – CMS Productions 
Clark Hunter – THE FROZEN GROUND – 
 Lionsgate
Waldemar Kalinowski – AS COOL AS I AM – 
 IFC Films
Andrew Laws – JACK RYAN – Paramount Pictures 
Dina Lipton – BAGGAGE CLAIM – 
 20th Century Fox
Sharon Lomofsky – VERY GOOD GIRLS – 
 Groundswell Productions 

Anastasia Masaro – PAWN SHOP CHRONICLES –
 Anchor Bay Films
Arthur Max – THE COUNSELOR – 
 20th Century Fox
Andy Nicholson – THE HOST – Open Road Films 
Robert Pearson – HIGHLAND PARK – 
 Highland Park LLC 
Niels Sejer – DEAD MAN DOWN – WWE Studios 
Wynn Thomas – GRUDGE MATCH – Warner Bros.
John Dennis Washington – NEBRASKA – 
 Paramount Pictures 
Mark White – THEY CAME TOGETHER – Lionsgate 
Charles Wood – THOR: THE DARK WORLD – 
 Marvel Studios
Richard A. Wright – MUD – Fox Searchlight

TELEVISION:
David Blass – RECTIFY – Sundance Channel 
Sharon Busse – BEN AND KATE – 20th Century Fox
David DiGiacomo – 1600 PENN – 
 20th Century Fox 
Jerry Dunn – SULLIVAN & SON – Warner Horizon
Chris Farmer – CASTLE – ABC Studios
Chase Harlan – BOUNCE – VH1 Television
Cabot McMullen – TROPHY WIFE – ABC Studios
Maxine Shepard – SOUTHLAND – Warner Bros. 
Naomi Slodki – BOUNCE – VH1 Television
Johannes Spalt – CALL ME CRAZY: A FIVE FILM – 
 Sony Pictures Television

DUAL CREDIT REQUESTS:
The Art Directors Guild Council voted to grant 
dual Production Design credit to Steve Joyner and 
Caylah Eddleblute for two films, MACHETE KILLS – 
Open Road Films, and SIN CITY 2 – Miramax.

The following requests to use the Production 
Design screen credit were granted at its January 
and February meetings by the ADG Council upon 
the recommendation of the Production Design 
Credit Waiver Committee.
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944 Venice Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90015

(213) 745-2411
(213) 745-2410 Fax
info@24frame.com

www.24frame.com
2 Blocks West of the 110 Freeway

ADG-24Frame_2012.indd   1 1/20/12   11:07 AM

http://www.artpic2000.com
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WELCOME TO THE GUILD
by Alex Schaaf, Manager, Membership 

Department

During the months of January and 
February, the following 15 new members 
were approved by the Councils for 
membership in the Guild:

Commercial Art Director:
Jason Kisvarday – NIKE Web commercial 

Assistant Art Directors:
Joshua Caso – AFTER LATELY – 
 E! Entertainment Television
Danny Cistone – WHO GETS 
 THE LAST LAUGH – 
 Turner Broadcasting System
John Handfield – AFTER LATELY – 
 E! Entertainment Television
Rochelle Harvey – JOE – 
 Joe Ransom LLC 
Abigail Potter – THE BIGGEST LOSER – 
 NBC

Commercial Assistant Art Director:
Melissa McClintock – Various signatory 
 commercials

Graphic Artists:
Ahmed Batcha Kamal Batcha – KTLA
Francisco del Mar – FOX Sports
Fabiola Munguia – THE INSIDER – 
 CBS Paramount
Khoa Nguyen – Fox Network
Milena Selkirk – THE JEFF PROBST  
 SHOW – CBS Studios

Graphic Designer:
Ellen Lampl – THE LONE RANGER – 
 Walt Disney Studios

Illustrators:
Thom Tenery – OBLIVION – 
 Universal Pictures
Jeffrey Lynch – TOMORROWLAND – 
 Walt Disney Pictures

TOTAL MEMBERSHIP
At the end of February, the Guild 
had 2060 members.

AVAILABLE LIST
At the end of February, the available lists 
included:

109 Art Directors
 76 Assistant Art Directors
 11 Scenic Artists
  7 Student Scenic Artists
 16 Graphic Artists
 27 Graphic Designers
  1 Title Artist
  1 Electronic Graphics Operator
 91 Senior Illustrators
  3 Junior Illustrators
  4 Matte Artists
  1 Previs Artist 
 67 Senior Set Designers
  7 Junior Set Designers
  4 Senior Model Makers

http://www.pulpartsurfaces.com


Visit the Guild’s Art Gallery

5108 Lankershim Blvd.
in the historic Lankershim Arts Center

NoHo Arts District, 91601
Gallery Hours:

Thursday through Saturday 2:00 – 8:00 pm
Sunday 2:00 – 6:00 pm
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®FORMFONTS
3d models

www.formfonts.com
info@formfonts.com

Access the FormFonts library 
containing over 50,000 
models, textures and images 
plus a Request Line for just 
US$ 199 a year

http://www.greenset.com
http://www.dazian.com
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calendar
GUILD ACTIVITIES

April 3 @ 6:30 PM 
Orientation & Town Hall Meeting

April 6 from 9 AM–12 Noon
The ADG Website: A Crash Course

Robert Boyle Studio 800 at the ADG

April 10 @ 6:30 PM
Board of Directors Meeting

April 15 @ 7 PM
IMA Craft Membership Meeting

April 16 @ 7 PM
ADG Council Meeting

April 17 @ 5:30 PM 
STG Council Meeting

April 18 @ 7 PM 
SDM Council Meeting

April 20–21 from 10 AM–6 PM 
Cowboy Festival

Melody Ranch™, Santa Clarita

April 23 @ 6:30 PM 
General Membership Meeting

May 8 @ 6:30 PM
Board of Directors Meeting

May 18 from 5–8 PM
Valley Watercolor Society Opening

Gallery 800

May 20 @ 7 PM
IMA Council Meeting

May 21 @ 7 PM
ADG Council Meeting

May 22 @ 5:30 PM 
STG Council Meeting

May 23 @ 7 PM 
SDM Craft Membership Meeting

May 27
Memorial Day

Guild Offices Closed

http://www.wbsf.com
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milestones
SUSAN LOMINO 
1947–2012
by Production Designer Dan Lomino, her husband

Art Director and Set Designer Susan Lomino passed 
away on December 14 at her home in Woodland Hills, 
after a fourteen-month battle with cancer. She was 
surrounded by her family, her husband Dan of forty-
eight years, their two children David and Tamara, and 
their grandchildren Julia and Robert.

Susan was born on April 7, 1947, in the San Fernando 
Valley, graduated from Grant High School and later 
attended UCLA. She and Dan were married on 
Valentine’s Day 1965. They met two years prior, in an 
elevator and everything was up from that moment.

Susan was an accomplished artist who traveled the 
world, Thailand, India, Nepal, Japan, China, New 
Zealand and all of Europe, leaving a legacy of 
paintings and ideas for a thousand paintings that are 
yet to be…

During her years, she learned to belly dance, joined 
Troupe Mosaic, designed her own costumes and danced 
at numerous venues. In 1982, she joined the motion 
picture industry as a Set Designer and later joined the 
Art Directors Guild. Some of her credits are Hill Street 
Blues, Dallas, Never Been Kissed, Training Day, The Post 
Man and Samantha Who? She worked in the industry 
until she retired in May 2009, along with her husband.

Susan was diagnosed with cancer in October 2011. Her life turned on a dime as a journey began to 
heal herself. She read books with positive montras, such as The Artist’s Way and Finding Water by Julia 
Cameron. She would journal each day to record her treatments and feelings. She understood that there 
are times that you can’t control external forces, but she knew that there are always choices how one 
can react to those forces. 

Art was going to play a major role in her treatment and recovery. Some of her first thoughts were to 
paint large abstract images of the evil beast that lurked within her. She remembered that Susan in 
Hebrew means Lily. In the Apocryphal Book of Tobit, Susannah was a woman of courage who defended 
herself from a wrongful accusation, the Beast. Susan focused on the positive and began a year’s long 
affair with water lilies. She would, after some treatments, visit lily ponds on the way home, at Melody 
Nursery, Japanese Gardens, Pierce College and Calabasas Lake. When she arrived home, she was 
inspired to work on a new piece. She didn’t name her pieces, she dated them. Sadly, I never asked why 
she choose not to name them. I suspect that the completion date of a piece and not the name of it 
meant more to her. She channeled images of herself surrounded by water lilies at a one-woman show. 
It was another way to conquer the Beast.

Opposite page: Susan 
on the beach at 
Cayucos, CA, along 
with some of the lilies 
from her Journey of 
Courage show, which 
will be hung at the 
Topanga Gallery, 120 N. 
Topanga Canyon Blvd. 
#109, Topanga Canyon, 
CA 90290. The show will 
open on May 1 and run 
until May 26. There will 
be an artist reception 
on Saturday, May 4, 
from 4 to 7 PM. More 
information: 
310 455 7909. 
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Susan will only be with us in spirit at her one-woman show, 
Susan’s Lilies, Journey of Courage, that will proceed as 
scheduled at the Topanga Canyon Gallery from May 1 to May 
26. The members of the gallery have been extremely supportive.  
As is their tradition, Susan’s show will be in the front half of the 
gallery with the rest of the membership showing their work in 
the back half. Most members’ works will focus on the Journey  
of Courage theme. Please try to attend the reception on  
May 4 from 4 to 7 PM or drop by during the month,  
Wednesday through Sunday. 

All proceeds from Susan’s works will be donated to the Motion 
Picture & Television Fund, Palliative Care Unit.
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reshoots

Photograph courtesy of the Margaret Herrick Library/A.M.P.A.S.

The unsigned charcoal sketch above was drawn in 
1959 for Alfred Hitchcock’s PSYCHO, and is likely the 
work of Illustrator and Art Director Joseph Hurley 
(1914–1982). The study is part production illustration 
and part storyboard frame, suggesting a camera angle 
on the staircase in Norman Bates’ spooky “California 
Gothic” house. Director Alfred Hitchcock often 
requested staircases, which author Steven Jacobs 
called part of the “domestic labyrinths he loved to 
explore in his pictures.” Production Designer Norm 
Newberry  writes, “I think this is a good example of 
Joe Hurley’s tighter style. He definitely worked on 
PSYCHO. I think he even started as the Art Director 
on the film and found he didn’t like the responsibility 
of the job. He stepped back and Bob Clatworthy took 
over.” Joe was still credited as an Art Director on the 
film, in second position after Clatworthy, and both 
men received an Oscar® nomination for the film’s 
black-and-white Art Direction.
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